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Abstract. In order to improve the psychological state of miners, improve the
safety behavior of miners, and effectively prevent and control coal mine acci-
dents, the questionnaire was used to investigate the unsafe psychology of frontline
employees in Shanxi a coal mine and Shaanxi B coal mine. The fluke mentality,
conformity mentality and shortcut energy saving mentality of unsafe psychology
was selected by reading literature, the mediating variables of safety awareness
and team safety atmosphere were selected, and the correlation analysis and the
K-means were carried out on the data using python. Found that miners fluke
mentality has the greatest negative impact on safety behavior, followed by con-
formity mentality, and shortcut energy saving mentality is the least, the indirect
positive influence of miners’ unsafe psychology on safety behavior through team
safety atmosphere is greater than safety awareness, miners classified as three types
according to the clustering results, provide a reference for coal mining enterprises
to improve the miners’ safety behavior accurately.

Keywords: unsafe psychology · safety behaviour · safety awareness · team
safety atmosphere · K-mean

1 Introduction

Coal mine accidents account for more than 90% of the total number of coal mine acci-
dents. At the same time, the quality of coal mine workers is uneven, the work is boring,
there is a certain risk, employees are under higher pressure than other industries, result-
ing in unsafe psychology. Miners’ safety behavior refers to the behavior that will not
be infringed, dangerous, harmful and the probability of loss. Xia Runhe et al. [1], Yao
Mingliang et al. [2], Lian Minjie et al. [3], Tian Shuicheng et al. [4] and Li Yan et al. [5]
respectively studied the influence of unsafe psychology on unsafe behavior of subway
construction workers, construction workers and coal miners, ML Fraser [6] emphasized
that most of the unsafe incidents involving non-professional group riders were the fault
of the driver and involved reckless behavior. The driver is an individual, and the driver’s
unsafe psychology leads to the occurrence of unsafe behavior. CAtombo [7] investigated
and studied the attitude and behavior of drivers when driving on the road, and found that
control belief had the strongest predictive effect on driving intention under the influence
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of speeding and overtaking motivation. Pizarro [8] described and analyzed scientific
literature on the mental health of coal miners through scope review, and found that harsh
working atmosphere, unsafe experience, work pressure and job dissatisfaction would
cause some miners to face serious mental health problems. It can be seen that individual
factors affect people’s safety behavior, and psychological state is particularly important.
Zhang Yaping et al. [9] established structural equation model through questionnaire and
found that insecurity psychology significantly led to the generation of unsafe behavior
intention of miners. Bridget [10] found that workers’ behaviors are affected by various
comprehensive factors. Based on the above studies, fluke psychology, conformity psy-
chology and shortcut psychology directly negatively affect miners’ safety behavior, it
can be found that unsafe psychology will improve workers’ unsafe behavior, but few
scholars have studied the interaction between specific types of unsafe psychology and
their direct and indirect influences on miners’ safety behavior. Therefore, this paper
selects three direct influencing factors (lucky, conformity, shortcut energy saving psy-
chology) and two indirect influencing factors (safety awareness, safety atmosphere of
team and group). In order to effectively reduce the coal mine accidents caused by unsafe
psychology, improve safety practices for miners.

1.1 Miners Are not Safe Psychological Division

The boring and monotonous work of miners for a long time is easy to produce unsafe
psychology. Tian Shuicheng et al. [11] investigated the relationship betweenminers’ psy-
chological factors, work pressure and unsafe behaviors through questionnaires and found
that psychological quality influencedminers’ unsafe behaviors in various ways. Through
questionnaire analysis. In view of the fact that there is no in-depth analysis of miners’
unsafe psychology in the current relevant research, this paper selects three dimensions
from coal mine workers’ unsafe psychology: fluke psychology, conformity psychology
and shortcut psychology. Based on this, the following hypothesis is proposed:

H1a: The luck mentality of coal miners has negative influence on safety behavior.
H1b: The conformity psychology of coal mine workers has negative influence on safety
behavior.
H1c: The shortcut saving psychology of coal miners has negative influence on safety
behavior.

1.2 Mediating Variable

(1) safety awareness

Safety awareness represents miners’ cognitive ability to the environment and their
own risks. Chen Tiehua et al. [12] built a structural equation model of factors affecting
the safety consciousness of mine managers and found that individual factors affected
the safety consciousness of mine managers. Based on this, the following hypothesis is
proposed:

H2a: The lucky mind of coal mine workers has negative influence on safety conscious-
ness.
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Fig. 1. A theoretical model of the influence of miners’ unsafe psychology on safety Behavior

H2b: The conformity psychology of coal mine workers has negative influence on safety
consciousness.
H2c: The short-cut energy saving mentality of coal miners has negative influence on
safety consciousness.
H3: Safety consciousness has positive influence on safety behavior.
team safety atmosphere

Team safety atmosphere reflects whether the safety culture is rich and effective in an
enterprise, and can reduce the effect of unsafe behaviors by enhancing the trust between
teammembers. Arslan [13] studied 401 hotel employees and found that the safety culture
atmosphere in the enterprise has a significant and negative impact on employees’ unsafe
behaviors. Based on this, the following hypothesis is proposed:

H4a: Coal mine workers’ flukementality has negative influence on the safety atmosphere
of the team.
H4b: The conformity mentality of coal miners has a negative influence on the safety
atmosphere of the team.
H4c: Coal mine workers shortcut energy saving psychology has a negative impact on the
safety atmosphere of the team.
H5: Safety atmosphere has positive influence on safety behavior.

1.3 Theoretical Model Construction

Based on the above research assumptions, the theoretical model of the influence of coal
mine workers’ insecurity psychology on safety behavior is constructed, as shown in
Fig. 1.

2 Scale Selection and Questionnaire Survey

2.1 Scale Selection

Li Naiwen et al. [14] obtained the data through the open questionnaire of interviews,
conducted exploratory factor analysis and found that theminers’ psychological insecurity
questionnaire can be an effective measuring tool to study the miners’ psychological
insecurity in our country. In combination with other mature psychological scales [15]
and with reference to the opinions of relevant professionals in the industry and the
functional characteristics of operators, the measurement scale is designed. All scales are
applicable to Likert scale 5, with a scale of 1 to 5 indicating very inconsistent - very
consistent.
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2.2 Questionnaire Survey

In the formal questionnaire survey, 310 questionnaires were issued and 300 question-
naires were collected for front-line employees in A coal mine in Shanxi Province and
B coal mine in Shaanxi Province, with an effective rate of 97.3%. The statistics of
basic characteristics of the research samples are shown in Fig. 2. According to the data
obtained, it is found that the four basic characteristics of the respondents, such as age,
working years, educational level andmarital status, are consistentwith the characteristics
of the miners group, as shown in Table 1.

3 Data Analysis

3.1 Reliability and Validity of Questionnaire

Python was used to analyze the reliability and validity of the collected data. The results
were shown in Table 2. The Cronbach-α value of the overall Klonbach coefficient of the
questionnaire was greater than 0.7, indicating that the reliability of the questionnaire was
acceptable. The combined reliability CR values of all latent variables meet the reliability
judgment requirements of 0.7 critical value, and the average variance sampling AVE
values are all greater than 0.5, indicating good aggregation validity. The results of this
questionnaire are credible, the data are valid, and the reliability is high,which can support
the conclusion of subsequent analysis.

3.2 Correlation Analysis

As shown inFig. 2, the correlation coefficient ‘P’value (Pearson coefficient value) among
all latent variables fluctuates between [-1, 1], which is obtained by Pearson correlation
method. The correlation strength between variables is represented by the absolute value
of the coefficient. The larger the absolute value is, the larger the correlation strength
will be; conversely, the smaller the absolute value is, the smaller the correlation strength
will be. When the value of correlation coefficient ‘P’ is positive, the correlation between
variables is positive; when the value is negative, the correlation is negative. According to
the data results, the hypothesis relationship between variables is preliminarily supported,
that is, X1, X2 and X3 are negatively correlated with Y1, Y2 and Z, while Y1, Y2 and Z
are positively correlated, which also indicates that the data is reliable and data analysis
can be continued.

3.3 Interpretation of Result

(1) The direct influence of unsafe psychology on Safety behavior of coal mine workers.
From the perspective of absolute correlation coefficient, the correlation coefficient
between lucky psychology and safety behavior ofminers is 0.38, herding psychology
is 0.37, and shortcut psychology is 0.34. Therefore, the negative impact of lucky
psychology on safety behavior is greater than that of conformity psychology and
shortcut psychology.
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Table 1. Basic information of coal mine workers surveyed

category scope frequency proportion

age Age 25 and
under

62 20.7%

25–35 years
old

48 16%

35–45 years
old

90 30%

45–55 years
old

76 25.3%

Age 55 and
above

24 8%

working
age

2 years or
less

76 25.3%

3–5 years 62 20.7%

6–9 years 73 24.3%

10–14 years 59 19.7%

15 years and
above

30 10%

degree of
education

Junior high
school and
below

83 27.7%

Education
Technical
Secondary
School or
above

94 31.3%

junior college 55 18.3%

Bachelor and
above

69 23%

marital
status

married 214 71.3%

discoverture 86 28.7%

(2) Mediation effect analysis. The correlation coefficients between luck mentality and
safety consciousness and safety atmosphere of the miners are -0.36 and -0.41, the
conformity mentality are -0.34 and -0.36, and the shortcut energy saving mentality
are -0.37 and -0.39, respectively. The absolute value of correlation coefficient of
shortcut energy saving psychology on safety consciousness is greater than that of
lucky psychology and shortcut energy saving psychology, and the absolute value
of correlation coefficient of lucky psychology on team safety atmosphere is greater
than that of herd psychology and shortcut energy saving psychology. The correlation
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Table 2. Results of reliability and polymerization validity analysis

Relate index X1 X2 X3 Y1 Y2 Z

α 0.793 0.762 0.775 0.808 0.828 0.825

CR 0.866 0.849 0.861 0.875 0.886 0.884

AVE 0.619 0.584 0.608 0.638 0.66 0.656

Fig. 2. P value of correlation coefficient between latent variables

coefficient between the safety atmosphere and safety behavior of the miners is 0.73,
greater than the correlation coefficient between the safety consciousness and safety
behavior of the workers. The indirect influence of team safety atmosphere is greater.

4 K-means

K-means minimizes the objective function by unsupervised and iterative means. The
greater the similarity, the closer the target distance, and the smaller the similarity, the
farther the target distance. As shown in Fig. 3, unsupervised cluster analysis was carried
out on the data. Each category was concentrated, the difference between groups was
large, and the clustering effect was obvious.

According to the sample clustering results, the samples are grouped into 5 categories,
and the distribution difference of the core (center point) of each category is shown in
Fig. 4. The six variables of the red line, blue line and yellow line are all in the middle
value, which is the first group of people; The variable values of X1, X2 and X3 in the
green line are extremely low, while the variable values of Y1, Y2 and Z are in the middle.
This group is the second group of people. The variable values of X1, X2 and X3 in the
dark blue line are in the middle, while the variable values of Y1, Y2 and Z are high. This
group of people is the third group. Coal mining enterprises can put forward targeted
measures for the three groups to achieve more efficient management.
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Fig. 3. Clustering result graph

Fig. 4. Cluster center diagram

5 Conclusion

(1) Fluke psychology, conformity psychology and shortcut psychology directly nega-
tively affect miners’ safety behavior.

(2) Miners’ unsafe psychology will indirectly affect miners’ safe behavior through
mediating variables.

(3) Hierarchical control of miners is beneficial to the efficient management of coal min-
ing enterprises. Coalmining enterprises can focus on cultivating the safety awareness
of miners, put forward targeted management measures for the three types of miners,
and strengthen the work to improve the safety atmosphere of the team.
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Open Access This chapter is licensed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial 4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0/),
which permits any noncommercial use, sharing, adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any
medium or format, as long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the source,
provide a link to the Creative Commons license and indicate if changes were made.

The images or other third party material in this chapter are included in the chapter’s Creative
Commons license, unless indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not
included in the chapter’s Creative Commons license and your intended use is not permitted by
statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted use, you will need to obtain permission directly from
the copyright holder.
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